
AM post-processing    



As additive manufactured applications 
expand from prototyping to mass produc-
tion, post-processing gains importance and 
becomes a critical step in the value chain.

If we compare the rapidly growing and 
highly innovative AM sector with a race, the 
post-processing and finishing of AM parts 
would come as the final step before getting 
to the finish line. Quite often, the value of the 
parts is untapped at this stage and can deter-
mine the success or failure of all the prior 
steps.

  

Abrast is born to help you getting to your 
finish line, with confidence, revealing the real 
value of your parts. This is done through the 
joined e�orts of a Group of Companies, each 
one of those experts in di�erent post-pro-
cessing technologies for more than 40 years, 
that allow Abrast to capitalize and provide 
sound Post-Processing Integral Solutions.

Abrast the alliance for integral solutions in
                        AM post-processing 



IAM3DHUB members:

The IAM3DHUB is a unique Digital Inno-
vation Hub strategically located in Barce-
lona with the aim to accelerate the adop-
tion of additive manufacturing and 3D 
printing technologies  in the European 
industry as an alternative way to design, 
develop and manufacture new competi-
tive products and services.

Abrast’s commitment and alignement 
with the IAM3DHUB mission since the 
early stages plays a key role in understan-
ding the market needs and continue 
o�ering advice and state-of-the-art 
technical  solutions to the market.

With fully fledged Laboratories and Tes-
ting facilities, the IAM3DHUB and Abrast 
are available to help you getting to the 
finish line.
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the road to adoption



The added value of Abrast sits on the knowle-
dge and expertise of its members that have 
more than 40 year of experience each in fini-
shing applications for automotive, aeronautics, 
healthcare and dental industries amongst 
others.

Abrast goes beyond just providing optimal 
result but accompanies customers step by step 
all the way through to guarantee the best pos-
sible solution putting at your disposal a 
network of expert partners leaders on each 
area of focus.

 
Parts that come out of the printers rarely comply nor satisfy with the end customer demands. Sur-
face cleaning and preparation for additional finishing operations is a must. Getting accurate, con-
sistent and cost e�ective results during such stages is key.

post-processing steps

CLEAN SURFACE FINISH  
removal of supports,
powder bed and resin
residues

deburring, polishing, hardening,
smoothing, texturing

coloring, varnishing, 
coating, plating      



3D7 3D9B 3D11B

CLEAN SURFACE FINISH  



polishing of scalmalloy SLM satellite brackets

surface roughness reduction in PA12 of 90%

erSHAKE
From medium
to large parts

etSHAKE
High speed

turbo polishing

ecSHAKE
From small to
medium parts

CLEAN SURFACE FINISH  



Abrast Media Shot
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before and after Metal Power Shot. 
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CLEAN SURFACE FINISH  

before and after Abrast Media Shot
Courtesy of Footwork



we help you getting to the finish line

+34 938 648 489
hello@abrast.com

abrast.com

Pol. Ind. “Riera de Caldes”
C/ La Forja 2-4

08184 Palau-Solità i Plegamans
Barcelona, Spain


